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Introduction: 

Oceans, seas and even rivers are having enormous amount of 

energy. The only thing we have to do is “to utilize and convert that 

energy according to our needs.” Here our project “WAVE POWERED 

GENERATOR” aims at conversion of “Energy from Water Waves in 

to Electrical Energy.” With so much free energy on offering the 

oceans and seas, engineers have been tried for many years to 

harness it. But the destructive force of sea has racked many a 

design. There is no established wave energy converter so far. We 

come up with a unique Green Energy Product, WAVE POWERED 

GENERATOR, which generates electricity from ocean Currents, 

Waves and Tides. This generator works on fundamental laws of 
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physics. The model is simple in construction and easy to design. It 

is a “Low Cost Green and Free Energy Product”.  

                                     Once it is installed at sea shores, it starts 

generating electricity round the clock, 24hours a day, and 365 days 

a year. Finally this greenovated energy model is undoubtedly a 

futuristic solution for Micro Electricity Generation. 

Operation & Working: 

This wave powered generator is submerged slightly below water 

waves so that when ever water currents or waves passed through it, 

the water column inside the cylindrical dome raises. Then as a 

result air inside dome is compressed and pressure increases. So it 

goes out of dome by hitting turbine blades which makes dc dynamo 

coupled to it rotate and thus some electrical energy is generated.  

                Then immediately water column decreases and pressure 

inside dome decreases. Now air enters in to dome from outside 

there by hitting turbine blades. But here the turbine rotates in 

same direction as that of previous case because here we are using a 

unidirectional turbine. Dc dynamo attached to turbine gets rotated 

and electrical energy is generated which is stored in battery. 

Conclusion: 

As it is very simple in construction and cheap in cost we should 

modify and design then in larger size such that their generating 

capacity can be increased to desirable level. By installing these 

generators along sea shore it can be useful. 


